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REPORTS AND ECONOMIC EVENTS

The impact of the coronavirus pandemic
(COVID-19) on mortality in the countries of
the region and the possible effects of
deaths associated with this disease on life
expectancy at birth in the 38 countries and
territories of the region, are analyzed in
the new edition of the Demographic
Observatory of Latin America and the
Caribbean 2020, a document prepared by
the Latin American and Caribbean
Demographic Center (CELADE) -Population
Division of the Economic Commission for
Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC).
According to the document, the
appearance of COVID-19 hit the region in a
context of generalized and systematic
improvements in life expectancy
concomitant with some setbacks in certain
causes of death and the still significant
presence of disease burdens associated
with inequality persistent. He adds that,
since the first case detected in Latin
America and the Caribbean (Brazil,
February 25, 2020), the pandemic has
presented great economic and social
challenges for the region, ranging from
direct effects on health systems and on
the health of the population to the indirect
effects generated by social distancing
measures, with consequences on
economic supply and demand, the
suspension of certain productive activities,
increased unemployment and the global
economic recession.

ECLAC:  THE PANDEMIC HAS PRESENTED GREAT ECONOMIC
AND SOCIAL CHALLENGES FOR THE REGION

Vulnerability to the pandemic is exacerbated
by the structural challenges of poverty, deep
inequality and the weakness of social
protection and health systems in the region,
the publication notes. Added to these
challenges are the difficulties in quantifying
and diagnosing the magnitude and evolution
of the problem in the region, which limits
informed decision-making. 

Mortality and health data are an essential
source of diagnosis and decision-making for
public health. And Latin America and the
Caribbean presents significant challenges in
the completeness of civil registration and
health information systems. He adds that
the evidence indicates that mortality from
COVID-19 is indeed higher for the elderly
population.



Eurozone says inflation advances 0.2% in
January, rises 0.9% annually

Consumer prices in the euro area grew at an
annual rate of 0.9% in January compared to
the start of 2020, its first increase after five
consecutive months of negative rates,
reported Eurostat, the office responsible for
collecting economic statistics in the European
Union.

In its monthly comparison, inflation advanced
at a rate of 0.2% in January compared to
December 2020, with which they spun two
months in a row on the rise, according to
Eurostat data. The underlying price index, or
the measure that underestimates changes in
highly volatile products such as food and
energy, registered a monthly fall of 0.5% in
January and an advance of 1.4% compared
to the first month of 2020.

Prices in the bloc of European Union
countries rose 0.3% in January compared
to December and grew 1.2% compared to
the start of 2020.

According to Wikipedia, an annual report
is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and other
interested people information.

Germany says economy grows 0.3% in
4Q20, falls 4.9% in 2020
The gross domestic product of Germany, the
largest economy in the euro area, grew 0.3%
in the period from October to December
2020 compared to the previous three
months, reported Destatis, the agency
responsible for collecting economic
information in that country. When comparing
the performance of the activity with respect
to the fourth quarter of 2019, the German
GDP fell 2.7%. Despite the fact that the
economy managed to recover much of the
ground lost in the second quarter, last year
there was a 4.9% drop in GDP compared to
2019
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Federal Reserve bets on vaccination as the
'lifeline' of the economy

The president of the Federal Reserve, Jerome
Powell, assured that the process of vaccinating
the population against Covid-19 is "the most
important thing" for the economy of the United
States, which is still very far from achieving a full
recovery , with a high unemployment rate and
inflation far from the Fed's target. This was
stated by Powell this Tuesday in the first of two
days of appearing before Congress to talk
about the current state of the economy. weeks,
the number of new cases and hospitalizations
has decreased, and ongoing vaccinations offer
hope of returning to more normal conditions
later this year. However, the economic recovery
remains uneven and is far from complete, the
way forward is very uncertain, "he said on
Tuesday. 

He added that, although the current challenges
should not be underestimated, everything
seems to point to an improvement in the
outlook for the end of this year; Powell assured
that the economy of that country could grow
6% in 2021. "In particular, progress in
vaccination should help accelerate the return
to normal activity," he said. The president of the
United States central bank said that that
country is still very far from achieving a
complete and equitable economic recovery
after the passage of Covid-19, so economic
support, as well as an accommodative
monetary policy and vaccination, they will
remain a necessity for a while.

Powell said the pandemic has also left a
significant footprint on inflation. “After the
big declines in the spring, consumer prices
partially rebounded for the rest of last
year. However, in some of the sectors
hardest hit by the pandemic, prices remain
especially low, "Powell said." Overall, in 12-
month terms, inflation is still below our
long-term target of 2%. ”, He highlighted. 

Let us remember that the Federal Reserve
of the United States has a dual mandate to
guarantee full employment and price
stability in that country. 

The chairman of the Federal Reserve said
that the current accommodative range of
the federal funds interest rate is expected
to be maintained - which is between 0 and
0.25% - until maximum employment is
reached and inflation has risen to 2% or is
on track to moderately exceed 2% for
some time. "In addition, we will continue to
increase our holdings of Treasury and
agency mortgage-backed securities, until
further developments occur," Powell said.
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Portugal registers the worst drop in GDP
since 1936

Portugal last year recorded its largest
economic contraction since 1936, as both
domestic and foreign demand weakened
due to the pandemic, especially in tourism.
Gross domestic product (GDP) fell 7.6% in
2020, data from the National Institute of
Statistics (INE) showed on Friday, almost
double the 4.1% drop that occurred in 2012
during the program. of austerity linked to an
international bailout. "Domestic demand
presented a significant negative contribution
to the annual variation rate of GDP, mainly
due to the decline in private consumption,"
said the INE. "The contribution of net
external demand was more negative in
2020, mainly reflecting the unprecedented
reduction in external tourism. " Tourism
represents 15% of GDP. The INE revised
down the growth of the last three months of
the year to 0.2% from its previous reading of
0.4%. The figure is well below the 13.3%
growth in the third quarter.In its second
GDP reading for the quarter, the INE also
reported that the economy contracted by
6.1% from the previous year, revising its
forecast of a 5.9% decline. The Government
has forecast a 5.4% rebound this year.

Mexican economy suffers the largest
contraction in decades in 2020: it falls
8.5%
Mexico's economy suffered its steepest
contraction in decades in 2020 due to the
devastating blow of the coronavirus
pandemic, according to revised data
published Thursday by the local statistical
institute, INEGI. Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) plummeted 8.5% at an annual rate,
marking its worst performance since 1932,
during the Great Depression. This is the
second consecutive year with a negative
figure, as the second largest Latin American
economy had entered a mild recession even
before the pandemic. it is equal to that of a
preliminary estimate released at the end of
January. The sharp fall of 10.2% in secondary
activities, led by manufacturing, a key sector
in the Mexican economy that was severely
affected mainly in March and April of last
year, and in the last three months of last
year. , the Mexican economy grew 3.3%
compared to the previous quarter,
compared to 3.1% in the January estimate,
INEGI said. Meanwhile, it suffered a
contraction of 4.5% year-on-year in
seasonally adjusted figures and 4.3% in
original figures. INEGI also released on
Thursday the performance of economic
activity during December, measured through
the IGAE, which showed a marginal increase
of 0.1%, while at the annual rate it fell by
2.7%.
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The United States market closed with a
mixed sign this Friday; Revaluations in the
technology, consumer services, and
industrial sectors pushed indices higher,
while declines in the oil and gas,
telecommunications, and utilities sectors
drove markets down. York, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average fell 0.82%, while the S&P
500 added 0.22%, and the NASDAQ
Composite rose 1.22%. 

The best performing stock of the session
on the Dow Jones Industrial Average was
Apple Inc (NASDAQ: AAPL), up 2.43%. The
worst performer in the index was
Salesforce.com Inc (NYSE: CRM), which fell
5.32%. . The top-earning stocks in the S&P
500 were TripAdvisor Inc (NASDAQ: TRIP),
which advanced 13.00%. The worst
component of the index was Foot Locker
Inc (NYSE: FL), which depreciated 8.02%.
The most profitable stocks on the NASDAQ
Composite were Lixte Biotechnology
Holdings Inc (NASDAQ: LIXT), which
advanced 50.66%. The worst component of
the index was Recro Pharm (NASDAQ:
REPH), which depreciated 31.57%. Negative
stocks outperformed positive stocks on the
New York Stock Exchange by a difference of
1,719 versus 1,384, and 67 were
unchanged. On the NASDAQ Stock
Exchange, 1,812 lost and 1,375
appreciated, while 69 closed flat.

Shares of Alliance Data Systems Corp (NYSE:
ADS) accelerated their gains to reach their
highest level in 52 weeks, hitting 5.83%. 

The CBOE Volatility Index, which measures
the volatility of S&P 500 options, was down
7.13% to 26.83. Gold futures for April
delivery fell 2.70%, or 47.85, to $ 1,727.55 a
troy ounce. If we look at the other
commodities, crude oil futures for April
delivery fell 3.02%, or 1.92, to stay at $ 61.61
a barrel, while Brent oil futures for May
delivery fell 2.50%, or 1.65 , to $ 64.46 a
barrel. 

EUR / USD fell 0.83% to 1.2074, while USD /
JPY gained 0.34% to 106.57. The dollar index
climbed 0.86% to 90.910.
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STOCK EXCHANGES AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES

US stock exchanges were unchanged at the close



Which is now abundant in Venezuela due
to the reduction in commercial air traffic.
Venezuelan aviation fuel has been being
shipped in Iranian tankers to ensure a
continuous flow of products and take
advantage of available vessels, a source
said. These types of transport are known
as "perfect voyages" in the maritime
industry, as ships sail fully loaded in both
directions. Many tanker shipowners and
operators have been reluctant to transport
Venezuelan oil or deliver imported fuel to
it since Washington sanctioned a group of
vessel owners last year.

The supply delivered in compensation has
included at least a shipment of 1.9 million
barrels of Venezuelan heavy crude Merey,
shipped to NIOC in October, according to
PDVSA documents seen by Reuters. So far,
the mechanism has allowed the two state-
owned companies to dispatch shipments
in and out of Venezuela aboard Iranian-
flagged vessels that have docked in the
ports of the South American nation at least
three times since May 2020, according to
sources and data from Refinitiv Eikon.

PDVSA since 2020 has been selling Iranian
gasoline at dollar-denominated prices at
domestic service stations, which has
provided it with much-needed hard
currency for its operations.
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Venezuela sends jet fuel to Iran in exchange
for gasoline
Venezuela is sending aviation fuel to Iran in
exchange for crucial gasoline imports as part of
an agreed swap between the two state oil
companies, three people with knowledge of the
matter told Reuters. Iran has increased aid to
Venezuela since the United States tightened
sanctions on both countries last year, hitting the
exports of state-owned Petróleos de Venezuela
and the National Petroleum Company of Iran
(NIOC). The Islamic Republic has sent fleets of
tankers operated by state-owned companies to
Venezuela that have transported gasoline and
raw materials to produce motor fuels, as well as
equipment and spare parts to help the OPEC
nation resume operations at its battered
refineries. But the countries have provided few
details about what, if anything, Iran receives
from Venezuela in return. Both Caracas and
Tehran, which the United States has sanctioned
in an attempt to halt its nuclear program, have
celebrated the fuel supply as a method of
resisting pressure from their common adversary.
The Iranian embassy in Caracas said in August
that Venezuela had sent a shipment of mangoes
and pineapples to Iran as part of mutually
beneficial trade relations. However, one of the
sources said that NIOC and PDVSA agreed last
year to a full exchange of Venezuelan aviation
fuel to pay for Iranian gasoline. Unlike a
negotiation of temporary convenience, the
exchange between the oil companies could be
interpreted as a sign of a long-term commercial
relationship built. Aviation fuel, a residual
product that results from the crude distillation
process in a refinery.



Chinese President Xi Jinping celebrated
a "complete victory" in the country's
efforts to eradicate rural poverty in
Beijing on Thursday in a ceremony that
served to highlight a landmark initiative
from his eight-year tenure. State media
credit Xi's leadership has lifted nearly
100 million people out of poverty, a
milestone he declared in December
and which he framed as a birthday
present for the centennial of the ruling
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) this
year. In an hour-long speech, Xi praised
the party's leadership and the
advantages of the Chinese political
system. "The leadership of the CPC and
China's socialist system are the
fundamental guarantees against risks,
challenges and difficulties," he said Xi at
the Great Hall of the People in Beijing,
where he presented medals to key
figures in the fight against poverty.
Some world policy experts have said
that China sets a low bar in its
definition of poverty, with continued
investments to finance development in
its poorest areas. China defines
extreme rural poverty as an annual per
capita income of less than 4,000 yuan
($ 620), or about $ 1.69 a day at
current exchange rates. This figure is
comparable to the World Bank's global
threshold of $ 1.90 per day. Xi said that
China invested 1.6 trillion yuan in
fighting poverty in the past eight years.
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CHINA SUCCEEDS IN ENDING RURAL POVERTY

China, "waiting" to renegotiate its
commercial relationship with the United
States
China said Wednesday that it is "waiting and
willing to work" with the United States to
"strengthen trade between the two," but
stressed that the two countries still have to
"manage differences" in this field. The new
Chinese Commerce Minister, Wang Wentao, in
office since December last year, reiterated at a
press conference that "the interests of China
and the United States are closely intertwined"
and that "cooperation remains the best option
for both of them. "." China is willing to
strengthen economic and trade exchanges with
the United States and to cooperate on the
basis of respect, equality, and mutual benefit.
We look forward to working with our American
colleagues to strengthen communication,
improve understanding, and manage the
differences, "said Wang. In 2019, the trade war
with the US caused a 10.7% drop in trade
between China and that country, a figure that
rose in 2020 - they rose by 8.8% - thanks to the
trade agreement partial to which both powers
arrived last year, among other reasons.



Iran to reverse nuclear activities if US lifts
sanctions

Iran will "immediately reverse" its actions
regarding its nuclear program when the US
lifts its sanctions, its foreign minister said on
Friday, reiterating Tehran's position on
Washington's offer to reactivate the talks. 

The Joe Biden administration said Thursday
that it was willing to revive a 2015 accord
between Iran and world powers that former
US President Donald Trump abandoned in
2018 before reimposing sanctions on Iran.
When the sanctions are lifted, "then we will
immediately reverse all corrective measures.
Simple as that," Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif said on Twitter. 

On Thursday, Zarif had tweeted that Iran's
"corrective measures" were in response to
violations of the agreement by the United
States, the United Kingdom, France and
Germany. Other signatories to the 2015
agreement are China and Russia. Iran has set
February as the deadline for Washington to
begin withdrawing its sanctions. 

Otherwise, it says, it will take its biggest step
in breaching the agreement, banning
inspections reported at short notice by the
UN's nuclear watchdog, the International
Atomic Energy Agency. 

The United Kingdom, France, Germany and
the United States urged Iran to refrain from
making that decision and reiterated their
concern about the recent actions carried out
by Tehran with the aim of producing uranium
enriched up to 20% and uranium metal.

Russia advances in shale oil
production

Russian companies have lowered the cost
of extracting oil from shale, but not yet
enough to make exploitation of the rock-
encased reserves in the Bazhenov
formation in western Siberia viable,
analysts say. With its conventional oil
reserves dwindling in Western Siberia,
Russia is pinning its hopes on oil hidden
under non-porous rocks, such as in
Bazhenov. 

Gazprom Neft estimates that the reserves
of the light, low sulfur and low viscosity
formation are between 18,000 and 60,000
million tonnes. Gazprom Neft is one of the
main companies working to extract crude
from Bazhenov. As costs fall, companies
increase production in the area, despite
sanctions imposed by the West that
prohibit cooperation with Russia on shale
oil. Last year, Bazhenov's production
increased by almost 70% to 900,000
tonnes thanks to the start of drilling,
including Gazprom Neft. 

The firm plans to produce nearly 1 million
tons from Bazhenov alone by 2025, a ten-
fold increase from its current production
levels there. But since Russia in total
pumps more than 500 million tons of oil a
year (more than 10 million barrels per
day), there is a long way to go.
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United States

Mexico

Oil Inventories: An unexpected rise in crude
oil inventories will hurt oil prices. Commercial
crude oil inventories rose by 1.3 million barrels
in the week ended February 19, going against
consensus expectations of a 6.7 million-barrel
decline. Gasoline inventories rose by 12,000
barrels, contradicting analyst expectations that
stocks would fall by 3.5 million barrels. Distillate
inventories fell by 5 million barrels, ahead of
analyst predictions of a 4.7 million-barrel
decline. Refinery capacity utilization dropped to
68.6% from 83.1%. Over the last four weeks,
total U.S. oil demand was 3.9% lower than the
same period last year.
Jobless Claims: U.S. initial claims for
unemployment insurance have been volatile
since the beginning of the year but still signal
weakness in the labor market. New filings fell
much more than expected, from a revised
841,000 to 730,000 in the week ended
February 20. Continuing claims barely budged,
dropping from 4.52 million to 4.419 million in
the week ended February 13. The number of
those filing for Pandemic Unemployment
Assistance also dropped by more than 60,000
in the week ended February 20 to 451,402. In
total, initial claims remain well above the 1
million threshold where they have been since
the pandemic began.

GDP: Mexico’s economy continued to recover
in the last quarter of 2020 as the reopening
proceeded, though growth was more
moderate. In the fourth quarter, GDP reported
an annual contraction of only 4.3%, after a fall
of 8.6% in the previous quarter and a decrease
of 0.6% a year earlier. However, seasonally
adjusted figures grew 3.3% after a rebound of
12.1% in the third quarter. In 2020, the
economy contracted 8.2%, after a mild
decrease of 0.1% in 2019.

Germany

United Kingdom

Peru

India

GDP: German growth cooled in the fourth
quarter of 2020, increasing by just 0.3% q/q
after an 8.5% expansion in the previous
quarter. Gross fixed capital formation in
construction and foreign trade were key
drivers of the quarterly growth. Conversely,
lackluster household and government final
consumption held down growth in the fourth
quarter. Price- and calendar-adjusted output
was 3.7% lower than in the fourth quarter of
2019. 

Unemployment: The U.K. unemployment
rate rose to 5.1% in the three months to
December from 4.8% in the previous quarter.
Thanks to the extension of the furlough
scheme until April 2021, the U.K. avoided a
major uptick in unemployment. The
temporary reopening of businesses in
December allowed the economy to grow by
1% q/q in the last quarter of 2020. 

GDP: Peru's economy outpaced expectations
in the fourth quarter, leaving the level of
output just 1.7% lower on a year-ago basis.
However, fourth-quarter gains did not erase
the cataclysmic decline in output in the first
half of the year: For all of 2021, the Peruvian
economy contracted by 11.1%. The
performance of the economy in the final
quarter was more balanced than the quarter
prior. 

GDP: The COVID-19 pandemic continued to
weigh on India’s real GDP in the third quarter
of the Indian fiscal year, but the situation
improved considerably. Real GDP grew 0.4%
y/y, well above market expectations of a 6.3%
contraction.
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